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*

I’m pretty familiar with my wife’s side of the closet. I can tell you where each and

every item belongs, what hangs next to it, how it’s buttoned or zipped, and which

way it’s supposed to face. Not so much the pants or pant suits, because I’ve never

taken them off their hangers, but the skirts and dresses for sure. I remember all

this, including the way her lingerie is folded and stacked and the exact state of her

cosmetics drawer, because I have to. Samantha must never know what I’ve been

up to while she’s at work.

It’s easier than it sounds. Sam always wears pants to work, she wouldn’t be caught

dead in a skirt unless the occasion forced it on her, and her down time is spent

exclusively in casual clothes—which don’t interest me in the slightest. I prefer a

modest skirt to show off what I consider to be a nice set of legs, which I’m careful

to keep shaved because that’s what we serious swimmers do. (What came first, the

cross-dressing or the swimming, is a darn good question; with me they’ve been

hand-in-glove since I was a kid.) Up top, if the garment isn’t a full dress then it’s a

nice blouse and in cooler weather a sweater or blazer. I like a more formal look

when I’m talking to editors or publishers, even though they can’t see me over the

phone; it’s all about confidence. But when it’s just me and my writing, it’s a loose

skirt and comfortable blouse all the way.

Some people think that Jessie Quicksilver is a woman’s name—which my style of

writing seems to encourage—but it’s right there on my birth certificate.

You might think all this dressing-up—which I indulge in more often than not—is

incredibly risky. But you’d be wrong. Sam usually texts me before leaving work,

because she often works late and her time is worth a lot more than mine. This way

I can have dinner ready for when she gets home. Nothing elaborate—just a pot on

the stove or whatever defrosting in the microwave. Now and then, when there’s

time, I’ll go full-on housewife and whip up a one- or two-course meal from

scratch. That’s when it can get a little risky. I challenge myself to finish cooking

before I’m allowed to lose the apron and change clothes. There have been a few

close calls over the years, but I’m still batting a thousand.

Fingers crossed for tonight.
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*

I had barely finished shoveling a couple of oven-fried chicken chimichangas onto

a warm plate when I heard Sam’s car enter the garage. I dashed into the bedroom,

pegged an A-line print skirt I’m pretty sure she’s never worn back on its hanger,

and returned a short-sleeve georgette blouse to the closet. I was repacking a fairly

new push-up bra and firm-control panties into her lingerie drawer when the back

door opened. I barely had time to find my own underwear and throw on a T-shirt

and sweatpants, before she entered the room. Thank God it was a casual day with

no makeup. Not to mention that my own hair is long enough to pass.

Actually, it doesn’t matter whether I look passable. For me, it’s all about feeling

comfortable in my own skin—and Samantha’s clothes. It’s not like I ever leave

the house cross-dressed. Driving around town under cover of darkness when your

wife’s out of town doesn’t count, right?

“Dinner smells great,” she said. “Thanks for that.”

“No worries. Is something wrong?” She sounded cross.

“Not here at home,” Sam said. “I’ve got the perfect little house-hubby.” That was

our little joke; she knew I was serious about my writing, even though it brought in

but a fraction of our joint income. But her smile faded fast.

Over dinner, she explained. The target of a recent lawsuit handled by her public-

advocacy law firm had filed a countersuit, alleging personal bias on the part of the

prosecution. “They’re suing me personally, Jess. Not the firm. I was the senior

lawyer on the case. They’re not even disputing the facts of what they dumped into

that river, only that the ruling should be set aside.”

“Why would they bother? They’ll just lose again, won’t they?”

“Probably. Although they might try to find a conservative judge or even cut a deal.

But more to the point, this could ruin us. You and me—personally. The firm won’t

cover the damages, and insurance doesn’t cover this sort of personal liability.”

“That doesn’t make sense.”

She shrugged. “Full coverage is expensive.”

My hunger vanished, although I hadn’t eaten much. “What can we do?”

“Not a lot. I can defend myself, of course, but I’ll lose a lot of billable hours. And

I’ll need outside help. Our savings won’t be enough.” She leaned back, her own

meal uneaten. “We’ll probably have to sell the house. The furniture, the cars,

pretty much everything.”

I swore. “Why would they do this? You’re only doing what’s right.”
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She placed her hand on mine. “It’s not a nice world, Jess. Most people aren’t like

you and me. All they care about is money.”

I stared out the back window. “But you love this house… Maybe I could go back

to work. Get my old job back.”

“You tried that. The company you worked for doesn’t exist anymore. Nobody’s

hiring and you’ve been out of the market way too long.”

My eyes sank to the floor. It had been a long time since I’d last held up my end of

our domestic partnership. Too long. I felt useless.

Sam stood at the window, gazing into the yard as if the answer to our problems lay

hidden among the azaleas. “There is one possibility,” she said. “But it’s kind of

crazy. Probably too much to hope for.”

“Maybe crazy is the only thing that’ll work.” Was that incredibly profound or just

plain dumb—or both? I felt like an idiot.

Sam picked up a recent copy of Time Magazine. “You must’ve heard about the

new tax legislation. It’s all over the news.”

I had to think. “Tax break for married couples, wasn’t it?”

“Fifteen percent, right off the top, with a bunch more deductions that could push it

even lower. For a couple where the man works and the woman stays home to mind

the kids.” She shook her head, disgusted. “Bunch of looney conservatives. They’ll

ruin this country.”

I wasn’t about the push that button. “Doesn’t sound like it would do us any good.

We’re exactly the opposite.”

“That’s where it gets interesting.” Sam resumed picking at her chimichanga.

“Thanks to pressure from the ACLU, NGOs and whatnot, they had to loosen the

definition of what constitutes a ‘working man’ and a ‘stay-home wife’. Basically,

it can be anyone who plays the role and looks the part. Regardless of gender.”

“You mean a woman can be considered a ‘working man’ if she cuts her hair, wears

a suit and laughs when someone breaks wind?”

“In legal terms, right your are. Provided she bought the suit in men’s wear.” She

glanced down. “Pant suits don’t count.”

“I guess lesbian couples are laughing all the way to bank.”

“Some of them, maybe. As long as one stays home and the other doesn’t mind

pretending to be a man.”

“Isn’t that what they do?”
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“Not all of them. The point is, this legislation forces people into predefined gender

roles. And in case you’re wondering—that’s just plain wrong.”

My head finally caught up. “Hang on, does this mean you’re planning to dress like

a guy at work? Just to save a few bucks?”

Sam sighed heavily. “That’s part of it. But it’s not ‘just a few bucks’. Think of it as

the difference between keeping our home or moving back to that basement suite

we used to live in.”

“Didn’t they tear that dump down?”

“One just like it then. C’mon, Jess. Meet me halfway.”

I felt sick. “You said they changed the definition… of ‘stay-at-home’ wife?”

“Indeed they did. A ‘regulation housewife’ is anyone who plays the role and looks

the part. Regardless of gender.”

My stomach performed an olympic-caliber summersault. “What do you mean by

‘looks the part’…?”

She shrugged. “I know it’s a lot to ask. But it would really help.”

I tried and failed to swallow. “I’d have to… wear your clothing?”

“That’s the bottom line. Pretty much all the time too.” She shrugged. “At least

we’re close to the same size. We can just swap wardrobes.”

“Why all the time?”

“In a word—or phrase—biometric access. Do I need to spell it out?”

I declined the history lesson. Passwords had recently been replaced by a suite of

physical characteristics designed to uniquely specify everyone on the planet. The

system used fingerprints, facial recognition, iris scans and even gait recognition to

overcome the limitations of any single method. Usage had spread from basic

computer access to encompass bank accounts, workplaces and even government

services. Every time you use an authentication system, you leave a permanent trail

of biometric data in your wake—which includes images of face and body.

“As soon as we apply for the reduced tax rate,” Sam said, “our biometric profiles

will be flagged. It’s not like some creep will check us out every time we log on or

pay a bill; it’s all done automatically. But the second we step out of line—bam!

There goes our discount.”

I took a deep breath. “That seems a bit harsh.”

“Welcome to Big Brother. There are avenues for appealing the decision of the

algorithms they use, but they’re limited. If it was a one-off…” She shrugged.
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My head fell into my hands. “It’s a big decision.”

“I know. For me, they call me ‘Sam’ at work anyway. And ‘Sam Hammerstorm’

has a nice strong ring to it, don’t you think? No bad thing for a lawyer.”

“You’d have to change your name?”

“No, no. It’s all about presentation. If someone assumes I’m male, they’ll assume

‘Sam’ is short for a man’s name.” She pointed at me. “People will think your real

name is ‘Jessica’. How’s that for a bit of luck?”

“Yeah. Real lucky. When do we have to do this?”

“Good question. I understand there’s a two-week grace period at the beginning of

the tax year. After that it’ll be too late.”

I looked at the calendar. It was the twelfth of January.

“Sleep on it,” she said. “We’ll talk in the morning.”

*

I spent half the night staring at the ceiling, caught between my deepest of deep

fears and my wildest of wild dreams. Did I dare say yes? On one hand, everything

I ever wanted was being handed over on a silver platter. On the other hand… But

was there another hand? Or was it just one big hand waving a sign: ‘What the hell

are you waiting for, dumbass? Say yes to the dress!’

When I did sleep, I dreamed—not for the first time—of wandering lost through a

mall, searching in vain for a woman’s clothing store. (That could only be a dream,

right?) And when I finally found one, and had chosen the right dress, and was on

my way to a changing room—you guessed it, that’s when I wake up.

What’s the moral of the story? Probably something deep, like you can never truly

live out your desires. But on the other hand… maybe I can. This time.

I was wary of appearing too eager. We talked about it over breakfast and I brought

up all kinds of issues, not the least of which was the how long it would take to

settle the lawsuit. Why, it could be years!

We agreed that the burden would be huge, especially on me. Society is harder on

men who cross-dress. “That’s why you have to present a fully feminine image,”

Sam said. “If I get read, they’ll just think we’re a couple of lesbians.”

I agreed—not too quickly, I hoped—that it was important to be feminine. Sam set

her plate aside. “So what’s it gonna be, Jess? We have to get moving.”

Reluctantly, I said yes.
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*

Sam made some calls, took the day off work and dressed casually. Our first stop

was the NeoAphrodite Clinic—which begged the question why?

She smiled. “Can’t have beard shadow showing up on your biometric profile.”

I was ticketed for a dermal ablation—a recent blend of chemical peel and laser

hair removal. It removes the topmost layer of skin and destroys the hair follicles,

thus seriously inhibiting regrowth. My voice got stuck. “How—how long?”

“Good question,” the technician replied, as she covered my eyes with a pair of jet-

black goggles. “The treatment is pretty new. All I know is that no one’s ever come

back for a do-over.”

Why would they? Dead men tell no tales, and they don’t demand do-overs.

I couldn’t see a damn thing. The woman pulled my hair back, covered my head

with a damp towel and wrapped the base of my neck, leaving my lower face and

throat exposed. Before I could object further, she jammed a rubber plug into my

mouth and fit my lips into a groove around the rim.

“Calm down,” Sam said from behind the chair. “Aren’t you the one who’s always

carping about having to shave?”

The technician coated my exposed skin with a cool, slightly sticky liquid—which

included, she mentioned in passing, a topical anesthetic. Over the half-hour it took

to sink in she stuck me with a series of thin needles, centered on my cheeks. Sam

held my hand, although it didn’t hurt much. What I really wanted was to ask them

what the hell they were doing, but my mouth was sealed.

If that wasn’t bad enough, the laser took over an hour to ablate my face and neck.

The beam was constantly in motion, probably to avoid overheating my skin, and it

must have covered every square centimeter a dozen times. I was afraid to move,

lest the computer controlling the thing burn a hole right through my head.

Afterwards, the technician stuck me with a few more needles. Then, at long last,

the towel was removed, the goggles came off, the mouthpiece popped out.

I touched my face. “What the heck was all that? What did you do?”

“Duh—dermal ablation,” Sam said. “And don’t you worry about the cost; we’re

getting an employee discount. I represented this clinic in a class action lawsuit a

few years back. Fifty percent off—just try and find a better deal.”

The technician stroked my cheeks, first with a sponge, then with her fingers. They

felt cold but it was my skin that was warm.
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“The needles were part of that?” My face felt strangely smooth, as if it were now

coated with a thin layer of warm satin. It felt like a woman’s face.

“Oh, that.” Sam touched her own 

cheek. “A little something extra, 

for authenticity. The wife should 

have higher cheekbones than her 

husband, right?”

“It’s a nanoscale liquid ceramic,” 

the technician said. “It bonds to 

the bone—and to itself, after it 

solidifies. That only takes a few 

minutes. It’s perfectly safe.”

Bonds to the bone? That didn’t exactly sound temporary.

“The effect is to thicken the malar by a few millimeters. It may not sound like a

lot, but prominent cheeks are a highly sought beauty trait.” She pointed to

Samantha. “What you have here is a bit flat for a women—no offense. But it’s a

big advantage for someone planning to present as male. Same for the strong

jawline.” She turned to me. “You’re just the opposite. With your face, my only

question is why on Earth did you wait so long?”

“You’ll thank us later,” Sam said. “Most women try to wear as little makeup as

possible—on most days—and now you can get by with the minimum. Or none at

all, should the spirit move you.”

Oh, joy.

*

We talked about it over a light lunch in a bistro, and a candle that flickered in tune

with our voices. “You should’ve told me,” I said for about the tenth time.

“You agreed to the swap,” Sam said. “We need to get this done—tomorrow’s the

deadline. There’s no time to screw around talking about it. Man up, Jess.”

“How can I ‘man up’ when you’re turning me into a woman?”

“Well then… girl up. That’s a thing, right?”

“Stop that! Sam, you permanently changed my face.”

“Oh, boo-hoo. You can always get the cheekbone shaved. And we don’t know if

dermal ablation is permanent or not. And even if it is, I seriously doubt you’d ever

want to grow a beard. So what’s the big deal?”
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“The big deal is that you should’ve asked.”

“All right, fine! Next time you’re in a clinic about to get zapped by a laser or stuck

with needles, I’ll ask her majesty’s permission first—happy?”

I was, but it didn’t seem smart to say so. We finished our salads in silence.

Our next stop was Salon Sélectif, “pour la femme en vous,” but we bypassed the

front door and went around back. “Don’t worry, I booked you a private room.”

“How thoughtful. Is that what bought us the delivery entrance?”

“I set it up with Yasmin earlier. I figured you’d be less embarrassed.”

“You’ll make some lucky girl a fine husband.”

A woman with thick dark hair opened the door. Sam gave our names. The woman

frowned. “You are the two who swap genders? I have to say, this is not the kind of

request we handle every day.”

Sam handed over a credit card. “Is there a problem?”

“Not at all. Do come in.” She stood aside. “Change is good, as the saying goes.”

I was left to cool my heels in the aforementioned private room, while the women

disappeared up front. With nothing better to do, I studied my image in the mirror

that covered most of one wall. I didn’t have to squint much to convince myself I

was looking at a woman. Her hair was down to her shoulders, once I shook out my

ponytail. Her face had undeniable symmetry and a delicate beauty, an impression

aided by cheeks that fairly glowed—with the embarrassment I felt at looking like

this. Needless to say, her complexion was flawless.

Yasmin returned with a package of hair extensions. “You have already much the

appearance of a woman,” she said, ushering me into the salon chair. “Is this why

you come here? To become complete woman instead of… How can I say without

your hurt feelings? Part man and part woman?”

I agreed with her reasoning. It sounded a lot better than ‘tax break’.

“Then I give you woman’s hair.” She began laying out sections of the extensions

on the counter. “It will be a little longer, and much fuller.”

Whatever she wanted to do, I was in no position to argue.

The extensions were genuine human, color-matched to my own and with the same

basic texture and thickness. Yasmin back-combed my hair, one layer at a time, and

used a heat clamp to fuse twelve-inch wefts to the shafts as near to my scalp as she

could get. It sounded rather permanent, although I later learned that I would have

to return in a few months for the extensions to be repositioned.
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“But no problem washing or styling hair,” Yasmin said. “Feel totally natural.”

I told her I was thrilled at the prospect.

She touched my shoulders. “You have a woman’s soul. A man would bluster—try

to make me think he is big and brave, and maybe only doing this for money or

because someone dare him. Not you.”

I forced a smile. She might be right.

“Do not worry,” she said. “I make you look outside like you feel inside.”

It took three hours to encircle my head ten times, attaching a dozen feet in total of

the foot-long wefts. The result wasn’t much longer than what I started with, but it

was a hell of a lot thicker. “Genuine female hair,” Yasmin said as she cleaned her

tools. “Maybe from pretty girl. Maybe now you look like her.”

She left the room. Only then, in the mirror, did I notice Sam standing in the corner.

She’d had her already-short hair cut shorter, in a style reminiscent of Chris Noth

back when he was Mr. Big on Sex and the City. And what did it say about me that

I was thinking that about my wife?

“Sorry it had to be this way, Jess.”

I shrugged. “No point worrying about it.”

“I’m sorry about before too. I should’ve cleared it with you. I’m just so used to

taking charge at work. It’s what lawyers do.”

“I’m sure I would have agreed.”

“Doesn’t make it right. Tell you what… This weekend, after we settle into our

new roles, I’ll take you out for a nice dinner. Wherever you like; lady’s choice.

You can wear my best dress.”

A grim smile crossed my lips. “You mean my best dress, don’t you?”

She laughed. “You got me. It’s all yours.”

“Yeah, all mine—for the duration of the lawsuit.” My smile faded.

She kissed the back of my head. “It won’t be long. No more than a year or two.

Maybe three. It depends on whether or not Barnston-Moller thinks a delay would

benefit their bottom line.”

Yasmin returned to escort me to the front of the salon. “Not many customers now.

Besides, who would think you not already woman?”

She rinsed my hair, towelled it dry and trimmed the ends. Then she bent me over

and wet the roots with a volumizing spray. Finally, she wound my hair onto a set
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of over-sized rollers and let it dry while she spread a light foundation over my face

and throat. “With a light touch you should apply.” She dusted me with a snowfall

of finishing powder. “Such complexion does not need too much makeup. I know

many women who would hate you for that.”

One by one she removed the curlers, then brushed through the loose waves that

flowed in their place. A finishing spray added shine. “So feminine already,” she

murmured in my ear, “now I make you pretty.”

I knew she was only trying to be nice. Why then did her words fill my heart with

such terror? Wasn’t this exactly what I’d always wanted?

True to her word, she didn’t layer on too much makeup. My newly prominent

cheeks didn’t need much contouring. My eyebrows didn’t require much plucking.

My eyes would accept only a hint of feathery liner; my lids only a wisp of smoky

brown shadow. My mouth received a lip liner that matched its natural tint, and a

lipstick that magically conjured auburn highlights from my hair.

“Pretty girl,” Yasmin said, and it was hard to miss the pride in her voice. She

added a dash of perfume to my throat. “Does she have a pretty name?”

Sam beat me to the punch. “Her name is Jessica.”

Yasmin unwrapped my neck and shook out the salon cap. “You practice, okay?”

I told her I would. Every day.

“Good. You come back soon, okay? You show me what you know how to do, then

I show you how to do it right. Look pretty for your husband every day.”
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The front door opened onto a sidewalk crowded with office workers on their way

home. I found standing there every bit as embarrassing as it would have been for

my former self to step into a beauty salon. Why? I was a freak show; a woman’s

head stuck on a male body; no chest and the figure of a lonely spinster.

It was so unfair; I never felt anywhere near this inadequate as a guy.

Sam leaned closer. “What’s wrong with you?”

I whispered back: “Can we just go? People are staring.”

“Why would they stare? You look great… I’m serious.”

“You’d stare too—it looks like we just swapped heads in there!”

“For God’s sake, that’s what you’re worried about? If they notice anything, they’ll

just think you put on your boyfriend’s clothes to pop out to the store. Women can

do that, you know. No one gives a damn.”

I slapped at her hand. “I give a damn. Take me home.”

*

My wife’s side of the closet is ground zero for me. I can tell you where each item

belongs, what hangs next to it, how it’s buttoned or zipped, and which way it’s

supposed to face. But none of that matters anymore. It’s mine now.

Sam was already dressed—in jeans and a long-sleeved sport shirt, with her chest

wrapped and her face speckled with a hint of false stubble. She was in the kitchen,

lingering over a morning coffee and waiting for me to get dressed—in her clothes.

Just like every day, only this time for keeps.

I had already fixed my face and brushed my hair. I’d picked out a brassiere and

stuffed it with a pair of balled-up tube socks. (Sam suggested I might want to wear

a sweater over that.) Control-top panties and a waist nipper gave me a decent

figure; a camisole and a half-slip made it smooth. Now I just had to pick out a nice

skirt. “Make it modest,” Sam said. “Something you won’t mind being seen in.”

I wasn’t sure what that meant, but a black pencil skirt seemed like a safe choice. It

left my knees exposed but that’s okay; my legs are up to the challenge. Another

safe choice: nude stay-up stockings and black pumps. I topped it off with a tan

sweater and a blue-on-white floral scarf.

Sam looked shocked. “You color-coordinated your whole outfit? Since when can

guys do that?”

“As a woman,” I said, “it comes with the territory.”
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“Oh, yeah. I’m the guy. I keep forgetting.” She drained her coffee cup. “I better

practice belching, in case someone calls me on it.”

Our first stop today was the Bureau of Identification, to register our new biometric

profiles. Once we’d proven who we were—fingerprints and iris scans sufficed—

they took a fresh series of photos for facial and gait recognition. No one seemed

surprised that I was registering as a ‘male woman’, but I was warned not to alter

my image. “Profile won’t match if you look like a dude,” the clerk said. “If you

want to change back, make sure you come here first.”

We were issued with new passports and photo id, which is when I found out that

my name had been changed to ‘Jessica’. “They made a mistake,” I said. “We have

to get back in line.”

Sam stopped me. “It’s too late. There’s a six-month waiting period before you can

change your name again.”

I stared at him. “Did you tell them to do this?”

He grinned. “Would I do that? Without asking you?”

I spun on my heel and walked away, which is a particularly effective gesture when

you’re wearing a skirt and heels.

Sam easily caught up. “C’mon, Jess. Don’t be like that. This will convince anyone

who checks up on us that you’re serious about being a woman.”

“Oh, really? And having my beard burned off is something I did for a laugh?”

“You never had a beard.”

“You know what I mean. So what’s your new name? Samuel? Samwise?”

“Uh… Same as before, actually.”

“What the hell? You give me a girl’s name and you’re still ‘Samantha’?” I kept

walking. Where did we leave the damn car?

“Everyone calls me ‘Sam’ anyway,” he said loudly. “It’s different for you. Being

Jessica will help you stay in character.”

I stopped. “Could you maybe not tell the whole world about it?”

Sam lowered his voice. “My point exactly. Just be Jessica, and I’ll never treat you

as anyone or anything else.”

“It’s a deal. But I’m warning you—one slip-up and I’m right back to that office for

my old name and a new profile.”

“Trust me, you have nothing to worry about.”
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*

Our next stop was the obliquely named Candy’s Closet, a store that I knew from

personal experience had nothing to do with candy. “What are we doing here?”

“You need a better chest,” Sam said, pushing me through the open door. “Tube

socks ain’t gonna cut it.” I wasn’t surprised to learn we were expected.

The breasts they installed were the best on the market; color-matched to my skin

and—once they warmed up—effectively indistinguishable from the real thing.

“The glue is organic,” the owner said. “Totally safe. Lets your skin breathe.”

Maybe so, but it was me who couldn’t breathe, with such enormous mounds fused

to my body. How could I possibly function like this?

“Come back once a month to get these puppies reset,” Lorraine said. “Otherwise,

its like you grew ‘em yourself.” She ran a concealer stick over the edges but it

hardly seemed necessary; the seam was invisible.

“I think it’s wonderful,” she said, as we struggled to adjust my brassiere to its new

calling. “What you’re doing.” I had no idea what she was talking about.

“Covering for your sister like this, after she ran off—on her honeymoon no less!”

I must have looked blank.

“Your friend explained everything.”

“Did he?” My heart sank.

“The poor dear. Losing his bride to that 

awful jazz man, and just when he was 

about to take over the family business. 

It was good of you to replace your twin 

until the estate gets settled.”

My twin? I may have promised to play 

the part, but no one told me it was an 

Evening at the Improv. “She’s always 

been like that,” I said, after a pregnant 

pause. “Too restless for her own good. 

Someone has to be responsible.”

“Such a pity you weren’t born a girl,” Lorraine said, not unkindly. “You certainly

have the face for it. And the build. There we go… How’s that feel?”

I straightened up. “Pretty good, actually. They’re under control.”

She smiled. “A lot of women would kill for that cleavage. Don’t waste it.”
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I shook out my hair. “How do I not waste it?”

“It’s the way you were dressed, dear. I know you only had socks before, but next

time see if you can find a more daring neckline.” Her finger traced the gap

between my breasts. “It needn’t be too risque. Just show the world there’s some

substance in this area.”

I thought about Samantha’s closet. “Not a problem.”

“Good. Now let’s get you fixed up down below, shall we?”

I froze with a camisole over my head. “I thought we were finished.”

“Certainly not. Your husband paid for the deluxe vagina. It’s a long-term wearable

prosthetic, from the same company as your breasts. It needs repositioning once a

month as well, but other than that…” She winked.

I pulled my top down. “Are you saying…”

“Oh, dear. I shouldn’t get your hopes up. Technically, the prosthetic is not for

penetration.” She opened a cardboard box. “Raise your skirt, please.”

I lifted the garment over my hips. “I don’t know—”

“You’ll certainly be able to pass, dear. Even with your clothes off, provided you

stay out of direct light. The man needn’t know. Some of our clients like to undress

and satisfy their dates in other ways. There’s just something about a naked lady.”

As directed, I dropped panties, sat down and opened my legs. Lorraine sprayed

the underside of the prosthetic with the same glue used on my chest, then slipped

it over my blossoming member—which immediately went numb and flat-lined.

With my equipment safely tucked out of sight, she positioned the outward-facing

fleshy gash over my groin and pressed down with her whole weight—

My eyes rolled up into my head and stayed there.

Two minutes later, she let go. Again, there was no visible seam. “It’s no mystery,

Ms. Quicksilver. We received your dermal pigmentation with the order, and we

guarantee to match your coloration. The chemicals come from the company; we

only have to mix them in the right proportions, coat the prosthetics and pop them

in the oven overnight. It’s a mystery to me how they always come out so perfectly,

but that’s technology for you.”

Dermal pigmentation? My mind slipped back to the NeoAphrodite Clinic and the

skin-tone readings they’d taken. Damn him. I replaced my panties and pulled my

skirt back down around my knees. “Am I done?”

“Yes, luv, you’re all done. Speak more softly and you’ll pass too.”
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She watched as I slipped into my sweater and tied my scarf. “Goodness, you are a

natural, aren’t you?” She leaned closer. “Look, I know you’re pretending to be a

married woman and all, but in case you get the chance…” She touched my hand.

I froze. What Lorraine said next lit a fire in my belly.

“I did say no penetration, but that’s not strictly true. Fingers are no problem, even

big beefy ones. Your vagina won’t come off, no matter what the boy does. It feels

moist on the inside, and if you wriggle around and moan he’ll think he’s rocking

your world. Men want to think that. They’re easy to fool. Then all you have to do

is get him off, which isn’t hard.” She smiled. “Pun intended. So don’t be afraid to

get out there and have fun, okay?”

I thanked her and ran.

*

It’s only been two days and already my side of the closet is out of order. I moved

the pants and pant suits to one side, because I wouldn’t be needing them, and then

grouped the skirts and dresses and blouses by color. They’re mine now and I can

do whatever I damn well please.

Sam had put on my one and only suit and headed off to 

work, already planning to hit J.Crew on the weekend 

to expand his wardrobe. We’d had words the previous 

evening. “How the hell could you do this to me?” isn’t 

the best way to start a marital discussion and it went 

straight downhill from there.

He ended up spending the night on the couch.

I regretted it now, what I said. I was sitting on the bed, 

wearing an underwire bra, black panties and stay-up 

stockings, and what I saw in the mirror set my brain on 

fire. Top to bottom, I was female.

Sam was right to do what he did. With results like this, 

who could argue? Certainly not me.

I studied the closet and made my choice: a powder blue 

skirt and matching blazer. I had a phone call to make.

For some time I’d been working on the tale of Hannah Potterfield, a girl from an

adopted family, with two nasty stepsisters, who discovers that she comes from a

long line of witches and goes off to a school for witches located on a fjord near the
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northern tip of Labrador. Now the thought had occurred that she could start out as

Harold Potterfield, a sensitive boy who faces coming to terms with his burgeoning

womanhood at the same time as his magical powers. That was one twist I could

write from personal experience. I wondered what my editor would think.

Her response was encouraging. “Sounds good to me. But I sure hope you’re okay

with being a female author, because this is gonna set it in cement.”

I told her to start planning the book tour.

Dinner was on the table when Sam got home. He looked wary. “It’s not poisoned,

is it? Why don’t you look the other way while I switch plates?”

“Wouldn’t do you any good,” I said. “They’re both poisoned.”

We laughed, and he kissed me, and all was well.

*

The next day, while Sam was out buying clothes fit for a lawyer, I returned to

Salon Sélectif and asked Yasmin to demonstrate the difference between ordinary

makeup and the kind that gets a girl noticed. We retired to the back room and she

guided me through the process of doing it myself.

“Secret is blending,” she said, softly, like it was a genuine secret. “Wear the most

makeup you can, but make it look like wearing not much. Secret is to blend one

area into neighboring areas. Contour blush with foundation. Eye shadow enhances

the eye; don’t overwhelm it. Feather your eyeliner… Avoid hard lines. Choose

colors that match your own tones. Go easy on lipstick and mascara…”

It took awhile—and about sixteen face-scrubs—but I got the hang of it.

“Very pretty,” Yasmin said, as she gave my hair a quick brushing. “Hard to believe

you come here three days ago as man.”

“I can’t believe it either.” My gaze flicked back and forth between the two women

in the mirror; one in the chair, one behind the chair. There was nothing significant

to distinguish the two, nothing to mark one or the other as male.

“Maybe you never were.” She put down the brush.

“Excuse me?” Very briefly, my heart stopped working.

“You were never a man,” she said, helping me up. “Not inside.”

*
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Back home, it didn’t take long to choose an 

outfit. Samantha’s best dress; that was the 

deal. It was a little black number with three-

quarter sleeves and a ruffled neckline. The 

skirt hugged my hips and exposed my knees, 

and the matching sash accentuated the waist 

I created using a tight corselette.

A black silk slip ensured that the soft fabric 

slipped easily over the curves of my body. 

Nude panty hose, black sling-backs… I was 

ready for whatever a man might want.

I’d worn these clothes before, but still I 

found it surprising to see what a difference 

the right cosmetics could make, and the right 

hairstyle, and the knowledge that under it 

all was a body that could pass as female 

even in the embrace of a man who knew 

me only as the woman he’d taken to bed.

I thought idly of what it might be like to be 

with such a man, to have him kiss me as if 

I were truly a woman, to return his kiss in 

the throes of passion, to satisfy his needs…

But then my husband returned home and I hurried to greet him.

*

“I can’t get over how fantastic you look.” That might have gone over better if Sam

wasn’t slurping his soup at the time. “Womanhood really agrees with you.”

“I suppose it does.” I must have looked sad because he cocked his head and asked

what was wrong. I picked at my Waldorf salad. “It’s just that… I dunno. Look at

me, Sam. Who am I anyway? I don’t know anymore.”

“I could refer you to your biometric profile…”

“For Christ’s sake—” I lowered my voice. “Everyone in this restaurant thinks I’m

the girl you’re going to screw tonight.”

He grinned—and lucky for him, managed to look sheepish. “Is that a bad thing?”

I stared out into the darkness. “You know what? I haven’t a clue.”
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In the observation dome atop the hotel, I let him kiss me. In the car on the way

home, I returned his kiss at a long stoplight. In the parking lot, I slid over and we

embraced, and Sam spoke softly of his love. In the privacy of our bedroom, he

handed me a negligee I had never before dared wear. “It’s yours now,” he said,

before heading into the bathroom. The door closed behind him.

I hung up my dress, bagged my shoes and folded my lingerie, because that’s what

women do. The negligee was a flimsy draping of black silk that barely covered

my female parts, and it felt wonderful. I doused the light and slipped into bed,

imagining a man who knew me only as a woman.

My husband slid in next to me. Our lips met and I touched the bandage around his

chest. “Sam, you know I’ve got this thing between my legs, so how can we… you

know. Besides, for some reason I’m not even hard.”

“Leave that to me,” he whispered, his fingers trickling through my hair. “I had you

chemically castrated at the clinic. You’ll need a booster every few months, but

otherwise…” His lopsided grin reappeared. “Put it this way: I pitch, you catch.”

I found out what that meant when his erection touched my leg.

“Say hello to the latest in strap-on technology, the double-sided Easy-Rider 6000.

Roll over.” He rose to his knees behind me. “The part inside me can sense when I

climax—some kind of chemical signal. That’s when it unloads into you.”

I nearly panicked. Unloads? What load? 

“The instructions suggested using a banana smoothie,” he continued. “I opted for

mango. Oh, and it’s self-lubricating, so this probably won’t hurt much.”

Sam lifted my negligee. A moment later he was probing my insides. Instinctively

my back dipped, the better to accept the full length of the well-endowed man who

had made me his wife. Long hair hung aside my face, swaying to his rhythm.

There, in full view of my side of the closet, I learned at last that being a woman is

more than just wearing the right clothes. Sometimes you have to wriggle around

and moan, because the guy doing you needs to think he’s rocking your world.

But that’s okay. Men are easy to fool.

Epilog

Sam never mentioned the lawsuit again and I was afraid to ask. I knew what the

answer would be. But lawsuit aside, we did save money. Even better, Sam made

senior partner faster than Samantha would have—tragically sexist though it was—

and famed authoress Jessica Quicksilver will be touring the nation’s bookstores

next fall. You can’t argue with results like that.  �


